Geofencing Safety Technology
from Unipart Rail

High precision positioning technology to keep Permanent Way workers safe

Improve workzone safety and prevent fatalities
Create highly accurate safe and unsafe zones
No infrastructure or physical barriers required
Insightful data and analytics to better understand the
safety of your worksites

Putting an end to preventable injuries and
fatalities in the rail industry
Every year, trackside workers are fatally injured on the rail network. Traditional methods
of managing hazardous areas have been sub-optimal as they do not consider human factors.
Miscommunication and loss of situational awareness are common errors that make us
susceptible to making mistakes.
Tended and Unipart Rail are changing this. By combining cutting-edge satellite technology and wearable devices,
we are able to alert your employees to within a 1/4 of an inch accuracy if they approach an unsafe area, helping
workers regain situational awareness and nudge them into safer behaviours over time.
The system requires no infrastructure and is incredibly quick and simple to set up, saving valuable project time.
Backed by behavioural science and with useful features built in, including rail industry map overlays, safe access
point mapping and approval workflows, you can plan and deliver safer, more efficient and cost-effective projects.

An industry-leading geofencing
safety solution
•

High precision and high accuracy to ensure worker safety

•

Simple-to-deploy and ready to go instantly with no infrastructure needed

•

Draw intricate safe and unsafe zones using the online Planning Dashboard

•

Optional safety add-ons, including people-to-plant collision avoidance, noise, vibration and gas monitoring, marker
board placement and asset management

•

Dashboard analytics can be used to identify trends and opportunities to proactively improve safety

•

Reliability is built in, with numerous fail safes ensuring it can be trusted in railway environments

How the solution works
1. Plan your worksite

Using Tended’s Planning Dashboard, map out time-limited zones that reflect your
actual working sites. Overlay maps with high-resolution satellite imagery to ensure
your zones match your worksite exactly.

2. Protect your people

Wearables are linked to your geofence zones and workers receive haptic, audible
and visual alerts if they approach or enter a danger zone. With incredible
accuracy, your teams can be sure that they will only be alerted if they are in
a position of danger.

3. Prevent accidents and fatalities

Get insights into your work environment through data visuals and analytics on
the Dashboard. Track key safety data to identify risks and unsafe trends and make
changes to prevent accidents.

Plan your worksite
Suitable for both rapid deployment and long-term planning, you can map your safe zones anywhere
using Tended’s Planning Dashboard.
•

Create multiple projects and sites

•

Draw complex zones using satellite imagery

•
•

•

Use rail industry map overlays, including ELRs
and mile markers

Send for approval by COSS/ PIC, planner, etc.

•

Define safe access points and place designated
protections

Create zones that change by time and date
for scheduled trains and plant

•

Add zones to projects as they progress

Protect your people
Tended’s wearables have been designed with your safety and daily
activities in mind.
•

Distinctive alerts - haptic, audible and visual methods

•

Alerts can be tailored to your working environment

•

Simple to use - switch on and go

•

Private and secure - data captured is anonymized

•

Klick FastTM lock - can be fixed to almost any part
of the body or clothing

Prevent accidents and fatalities
We don’t just want to help when people are in danger - we want to help you prevent dangerous
incidents and fatalities altogether.
•

Wearables designed to nudge workers into safer
behaviours to promote safer actions and decisions

•

Access insights and analytics to make safety improvements

•

Reduce risks by identifying trends and anticipating issues

•

Make lasting and sustainable changes to site safety

•

Access to resources to drive improvement processes

About Unipart

About Tended

The Unipart Group is a leading UK manufacturer, full service logistics
provider and consultant in operational excellence. Operating across a
range of market sectors, including automotive, manufacturing, mobile
telecoms, rail, retail and technology, Unipart offers a breadth of
services to a wide range of blue chip clients internationally.

Tended is an award-winning startup that combines wearable
technology with behavioural psychology to transform safety in
high-risk working environments.
With five years’ experience developing safety wearables,
Tended has deployed over 10,000 wearables in safetycritical environments. The company counts industry-leading
organisations, including Network Rail, Siemens, and Unilever, as
its clients, helping them solve complex safety challenges.
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